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• Following these new discoveries, it was necessary to revisit and revise
the accepted narrative of Treblinka and to disseminate this new
information as widely as possible, in order to provide new opportunities
for commemoration and education.
• However, material culture did not previously have a notable role in
narratives or heritage presentation at or about Treblinka
• Challenge: Introducing this newly discovered material into these
narratives and ensuring that its value was recognized amongst scholars
and the public
Approach:
In order to address these challenges and to ensure that a successful
dissemination strategy was developed, we collaborated to achieve the
following:
• raise awareness of the historically important, but barely known, crimes
perpetrated within the camps via the material culture relating to them
• explore how archaeology and art could:
o enhance public knowledge about sensitive and traumatic events
o provide an alternative form of access to archeological findings




Second Exhibition: The Wiener Library
• How could we re-tell the history of Treblinka without the objects 
that had influenced this new narrative?
• How could we use the artworks as travelling “surrogates” and what 
were the implications of doing this?
• How could we utilise the wide range of other material discovered 
during the archaeological work and the holdings of the Wiener 
Library?
Finding Treblinka Exhibition: The Wiener Library in London 
‘arm c(hair)’/ Jenny Steele
Issues of anonymity. identity and absence
Deep Field/ Dave Griffiths 
Using art to explain science and its processes
Treblinka Finds/Hilary Jack
The scale and nature of the findings - a subjective response to 
an objective activity?
Rose Brooch/Janine Goldsworthy
Reimaging the past in the present and linking to the future
A Pan/Michael Branthwaite
Ambiguity and many truths
Consequences of transdisciplinary practice
• Should we provide opportunities to question the work that we do, 
particularly in the age of denial, or does our ability to question our 
own work actually somehow validate our scientific, unbiased 
approach?
• How do we deal with the fact that our work sometimes challenges 
the narratives of survivors?
• The artists raised issues we had not anticipated
• The artists all focused on materiality and on the extermination camp
Responses
Contrasting experiences highlight the subjective and personal nature of 
engaging with historical information.
• "Artistic responses - engaging and thought-provoking"
• A Pan/ "I was confused by the pan – sorry"
• What did you learn?: "that the Nazis can't escape what they did", 
"how beastly man can be"
• Many people commented on materiality but also the maps, 
testimonies and photographs
Responses
"a powerful and necessary addition to the study of the Holocaust. 
Thank you for this exhibition"
"It would be nice to know where to get more information on Treblinka 
and specifically individuals stories"
"I love the fact that this exhibition is taking place so long after it all 
happened and in a country that wasn't directly involved with the crimes 
committed"
More information about the exhibitions: www.staffs.ac.uk/archaeology
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